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After the long period of Risorgimento and several attempts of unification of Italy, the 

expectations of the Italian nation finally materialized when the Italian state was solemnly 

declared on 4th March 1861. However the territories of  Veneto and Rome were annexed 

only several years later, even though not in such a heroic way as the Italians hoped for. 

Despite the great effort of Garibaldi the final unification took place only after the French 

loss in Prussian-French war of 1870, which was difficult to bear for the pride of Italians. 

Another disappointment was the organization and functioning of the new state, which 

didn‟t work smoothly.  

In some cities the artistic circles started to build groups of dissatisfied intellectuals, one of 

these groups was the “milanese scapigliatura ”, which reached it‟s heyday between 1860-

1880. Their poetics, or the way of their artistic expression, was closely related to their 

humor. They lead a dubious way of life, trying to escape the reality through the drugs and 

alcohol. They were strongly influenced by the romanticism and the positivists. They aimed 

to show the truth in their works. They refused the traditional, stereotypical literary form 

and were trying to reach stylistic and linguistic progress. Among the main protagonists 

were Camillo Boito (1836-1914), Iginio Ugo Tarchetti (1839-1869), Emilio Praga (1839-

1875), Arrigo Boito (1842-1918) and Carlo Dossi (1849-1910).  

Together with recurrent themes of lament, sorrow, illness, death and fantastic elements, we 

can find in their books also dualism seen as a way of understanding the world. They often 

put in the reverse beauty and ugliness, life and death, health and illness, past and presence, 

reason and madness, art and science, etc. 

The beginning of the analysis is dedicated to the poem Dualismo by Arrigo Boito, which 

could be seen as a sort of manifesto of the “scapigliati ”. The main part is focused on the 

above mentioned idea of dualism in the poetics of selected authors. In this case it will be 

demonstrated on  Fosca by Iginio Ugo Tarchetti, the strongly autobiographical story of a 

love to two different women; Re per ventiquattrore, in which the protagonist becomes a 

king of the unknown island populated by people with black or white teeth, and Storia di 

una gamba – a fantastic story about a man and his amputated but still lively leg. Further 

works which will be analyzed are L´Alfier nero of Arrigo Boito, in which the author 

describes the thrilling chess game„s between men of a different skin colors, and Il 

Trapezio, the story about a Chinese boy, who despite his own sense of duty and order, 

gives up to his emotions. Last works will be Senso by Camillo Boito, a diary of a middle-



aged woman who narrates the story of her life in which her love turned into hate of her 

lover, and Un corpo, the story of a painters girlfriend whose body becomes the object and 

research of a bizarre scientist. 

In the end, the analysis will focus on the authors´ attitude towards their works. Whilst both 

Boito brothers had a certain distance from their stories and acted like watchers, Tarchetti 

tended to live within his fantasy world very deeply. Ultimately will be described the notion 

of dualism, especially in the work of Arrigo Boito. 


